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Explosion of Devices and Data at the Edge

https://www.netswitch.net/iot-huge-opportunity-on-a-twisty-road/
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Problems and Opportunities

• Explosion of data and devices at edge
• Problem for defense: Detect threats hidden in petabytes of data 

generated across billions of devices at the network edge 
• Problem for adversary: Finding information to steal hidden in 

petabytes of data generated across billions of devices at the 
network edge 

• Opportunity: Address defensive problem and exacerbate
adversary issues
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Exacerbating Adversary Issues

• Adversary 
already needs 
to sift through 
petabytes of 
data

• Can we create 
copies of 
devices and 
data to 
further 
confuse an 
adversary?

Yayoi Kusama, Infinity Mirrored Room: Photo Credit: Yayoi Kusama
http://theweek.com/captured/737807/welcome-yayoi-kusamas-fun-house
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Real World Case Study: Making Stealing Data More Difficult

https://arstechnica.com/secur
ity/2017/05/macron-
campaign-team-used-
honeypot-accounts-to-fake-
out-fancy-bear/

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/
05/09/world/europe/hackers-
came-but-the-french-were-
prepared.html
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Real World Case Study: Making Stealing Data More Difficult

https://arstechnica.com/secur
ity/2017/05/macron-
campaign-team-used-
honeypot-accounts-to-fake-
out-fancy-bear/

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/
05/09/world/europe/hackers-
came-but-the-french-were-
prepared.html

“Garbage Data” less interesting 
than high-fidelity fakes
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Honeynets

• Augment production network with honeynet that adds fake devices and content
• Protect real systems, exhaust adversary resources
• Observe adversary techniques

• Component of “Active Cyber Defense”
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Creating High-Fidelity Fakes

• Goal: realistic, scalable, synchronized, and sanitized honeynets 
• Current methods deploy honeynets with unrealistic open-source documents
• Controllable document transformation improves honeynet realism for improved 

active cyber defense
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High-Fidelity Sanitized Documents

Original
Document:

Plausible
Document:

• Automatically create plausible documents from original seed documents, maintaining 
consistency
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Other Confusion Methods

• Spoof IoT devices through network traffic
– Generate fake network traffic – create 

illusion of non-existent IoT devices
• Transform device signatures 

– Manipulate headers – confuse header-
based signature detection without 
affecting performance

• Spoof IoT device activity patterns
– Generate fake alerts
– Selectively drop packets – confuse 

pattern-based signature detection

Mary R. Schurgot, David A. Shinberg, Lloyd G. Greenwald, 
"Experiments with security and privacy in IoT networks", 2015 
IEEE 16th International Symposium on "A World of Wireless, 
Mobile and Multimedia Networks" (WoWMoM).
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Exacerbating Adversary Issues

• Additional 
complication: high-
fidelity adversary 
confusion should 
not increase 
defender effort –
already dealing 
with petabytes of 
data and billions of 
devices

• Navigate feedback 
loop between 
confusion and 
defense

Yayoi Kusama, Infinity Mirrored Room: Photo Credit: Yayoi Kusama
http://theweek.com/captured/737807/welcome-yayoi-kusamas-fun-house
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Problems and Opportunities

• Explosion of data and devices at edge
• Problem for defense: Detect threats hidden in petabytes of data 

generated across billions of devices at the network edge 
• Problem for adversary: Finding information to steal hidden in 

petabytes of data generated across billions of devices at the 
network edge 

• Opportunity: Address defensive problem and exacerbate 
adversary issues
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Cybersecurity Challenges in IoT World

• Challenge: Detect 
threats hidden in 
petabytes of data 
generated across 
billions of devices at the 
network edge 

• Threat processing 
activities

• use dispersed data 
sources (host, network-
based)

• and compete for 
limited, shared 
resources

Images courtesy of https://www.bluecoat.com/
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Cloud Solution

• Too much data to store, process or send to cloud

Images courtesy of https://www.bluecoat.com/
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Dispersed Defense Approach

• Allocate sensor data rates to 
threat processing activities 
to optimize overall utility

• Solve at each node
• Exchange limited 

information locally
• Result: portfolio of sensor 

data rates
• Properties: decentralized, 

local, scalable

• Utility formulations can 
capture dependencies 
across multiple sensors on a 
single device, across 
devices, and across time 

Images courtesy of https://www.bluecoat.com/
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• 𝑘𝑘 : potential threat detection sensors
• 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 : processing rate allocated to sensor 𝑘𝑘 (0 ≤ 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 ≤ 1)
• 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡 : portfolio of sensor processing rates over all sensors at time 𝑡𝑡
• ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 : mapping from rate to shared resource (e.g. communication bandwidth)
• 𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙 : capacity of shared resource 𝑙𝑙
• 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡) : Utility toward threat processing activity i of portfolio 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡

Solve

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡

�
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑃𝑃
𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡)

subject to 0 ≤ 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 1 ∀ sensors 𝑘𝑘

∑𝑘𝑘∈𝑙𝑙 ℎ𝑘𝑘(𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙 ∀ resources 𝑙𝑙

The notation 𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑙𝑙 means all the sensors 𝑘𝑘 whose operations deplete resource 𝑙𝑙

Portfolio Utility Maximization
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Decentralize

• Convert primal problem to Lagrangian dual  
• Solve at each node for each threat processing activity
• Prices exchanged across across devices in limited neighborhood
• Parallelizable, local, scalable
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Summary

• Explosion of data and devices at edge
• Problem for defense: Detect threats hidden in petabytes of data 

generated across billions of devices at the network edge 
– Solution: Provide fully dispersed defense

• Problem for adversary: Finding information to steal hidden in 
petabytes of data generated across billions of devices at the 
network edge 
– Solution: Increase adversary effort through confusion
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Lloyd Greenwald, Ph.D.
Chief Scientist for Cyber

973-437-9807

lgreenwald@lgsinnovations.com 
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Dispersed defense and confusion

Talk abstract

There is an explosion of devices and data at the edge of our networks. Analysts estimate 
200B connected devices by 2020 generating Exabytes, Zettabytes, or even Yottabytes of 
data each day. This growth greatly increases the attack surface for adversaries and 
renders traditional perimeter defenses ineffective. Furthermore, sifting through data to 
detect attacks is an enormous task, even at the network edge. We are engaged in 
ongoing R&D addressing these emerging threats based on two key principles. First, fully 
decentralized and high-accuracy threat detection that intelligently allocates 
computational resources to reason over partial data sources will support the needed 
scalability. Second, we acknowledge that despite our best defensive efforts sophisticated 
adversaries will find their way into our networks with intent to steal information. We 
describe dispersed computing and data planning techniques that address the first 
principle. We address the second principle with active cyber defense techniques to 
confuse adversaries by fabricating information that appears authentic but which is 
designed to slow their efforts to use stolen information by creating doubt about even 
correct information.
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